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Abstract. The renormalizability of a quadratic gravity theory with exponential coupling between
dilaton eld and curvature terms is veried. The wave function for this model is then deduced to
rst order in e
−Φ
g24
by solving a perturbed second-order Wheeler-DeWitt equation, assuming that
the potential is slowly varying with respect to . It is shown how formal expressions for the average
paths in minisuperspace fha(t)i; h(t)ig for this theory can be used to determine the shifts from
the classical solutions acl(t) and cl(t), which occur only at third order in the expansion of the
functional integrals representing the expectation values.
* Present address: Institut fu¨r Mathematik, Universita¨t Potsdam,
D-14415 Potsdam, Germany
Given a dimensionless metric and scalar eld, the most general renormalizable sigma model
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+ b4(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where [b4()] = 2, [b5()] = 4 and [a4()] = 2. Setting
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) = − 1
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~V (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produces an action describing an exponential coupling of a scalar eld to quadratic curvature terms.
Dening the dilaton eld to have dimension 1,  = φκ , and V () =
1
κ2















 (RµνκλRµνκλ − 4RµνRµν +R2)− V ()

(3)
is equivalent to the one-loop heterotic string eective action with the coecient of the R ~R term
set to zero.
A conformal transformation of the R2 term produces a Ricci scalar plus an extra scalar eld,
and the factor multiplying R can be eliminated through another conformal transformation [2-
4]. There is also a Legendre transformation of the RµνRµν term to a Ricci scalar together with
extra tensor modes [5-7]. The scalar and tensor modes contain an intricate dependence on the
derivatives of the metric and Ricci tensors, which complicates the denition of the corresponding
momenta, so that there is no simplication in the canonical quantization procedure by applying a
conformal or Legendre transformation to the action. The RµνρσRµνρσ can be rewritten as a linear
combination of CµνρσCµνρσ and terms containing Rµν and R. The renormalizability of the action
with CµνρσCµνρσ has been established [8]. Its eect on unitarity must be counterbalanced by that
of the other tensor modes.
It is also conventional to include a R2 term in the action to allow for non-minimal coupling
which has been found useful for generating open inflationary universe models [9]. The equivalence
principle implies the value  = 16 so that in a local neighbourhood, the equations of motion tend
toward flat-space scalar eld equations, with the characteristics of the scalar eld equation being
along the light cones which are invariant under conformal transformations. This term can be




, so that the theory is still renormalizable.
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After imposing the restriction to the minisuperspace of Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metrics,
















where a(t) is the scale factor of the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe, which is open, flat or
closed if K = −1; 0 or 1.
Given the conjugate momenta




PΦ = a3 _ + 2
e−Φ
g24
_a( _a2 + 3K)
(5)





































































When jV −1V 0()j  1 the derivative with respect to  is negligible, and the solution to H0Ψ1 =
−H1Ψ0, where Ψ = Ψ0 + e−Φg24 Ψ1, is















Ψ02 − Ψ02 d
da
Ψ01: (8)
Consistency with symmetries of the theory depends on the choice of initial boundary condition,
which also determines the feasibililty of obtaining an inflationary cosmology. Upon consideration of
the N=1 supergravity theory restricted to the minisuperspace of Bianchi IX metrics, for example,
the requirement of homogeneity implies a Lie derivative condition on the spinor elds, which denes
a no-boundary ground state [11].
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when K = −1 or 1. While the no-boundary wave function is dened by a path integral over
compact four-manifolds, leading to the conventional choice K = 1, the other values of K are
possible if the range of coordinates in the flat or hyperbolic sections is nite. While the probability
amplitude dened by the no-boundary wave function with a positive coecient in the exponential
prefactor does not directly imply the existence of an inflationary universe with the appropriate
e-folding factor, it may be noted that a negative coecient can be obtained by the other choice
of sign of (−z0) 32 in the asymptotic expansion of Ai(−z0), z0 = z(a = 0) = −K
(− 36V − 23 as






2 if K = 1.













, so that an exponential prefactor does occur
in the wave function.
Even if the coecient is positive initially, the value of V () would be driven to zero, so that
the change in sign can be obtained by analytic continuation in the variable V . The change in sign
of the exponential prefactor does not aect the regularity of the wave function in the a(t) ! 0
limit.
When K = 0, it is not necessary to rescale a(t) and V () to obtain the standard form for the
second-order Wheeler-DeWitt equation. Without a term proportional to K, one denition of z
could be (2V )−
2




3 , but then z(a = 0) would vanish. If the normalization factor is
chosen to be Ai(−zc), where zc = z(ac), it can be shown that the probability distribution is peaked
at V = 0 if ac  1. The change in sign of z across the V () = 0 boundary leads to dierent











2 , inflation again can be obtained.
Given the two independent solutions of the homogeneous second-order dierential equation
H0Ψ0 = 0












the Wronskian [12] is









































































From Airy’s dierential equation, it follows that A000(−z) can be replaced by zAi0(−z)+Ai(−z)
in the integral, giving




































































Imposing the Hartle-Hawking boundary condition on the corrected wave function implies that
it must have the same form as the standard wave function, so that the coecient of Bi(−z) should
vanish.

















dz, the wave function










dz (z) Sµ((z))Sν( (z)) has the form [A(z)Sµ((z))+BSµ+1((z))] Sν( (z))
+[C(z)Sµ((z)) +D(z)Sµ+1((z))]Sν+1( (z)) when Sµ(z) is a cylinder function [13] if









A(z) +B0(z) + C 0(z)









B(z) + D 0(z) − A0(z)









C(z) + D0(z) − A 0(z)









D(z) − B 0(z) − C0(z):
(14)
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−0(z) −(1 + 2)φ0(z)φ(z) + 1µ−ν(z)0(z) (+ )φ
0(z)
φ(z) − 1µ−ν(z)0(z)
−0(z) 1µ−ν (z)0(z) (−  − 1)φ
0(z)









@ (z)(+ )0(z)− 1µ−ν(z)2  0(z)






































































































































































































































































































The eigenvalues are roots of the cubic equation




z3ln z − 9
4





(+  + 1)z3ln z
− (+ )z3ln2z + 27
8
(+ )(1 + 2)(−  − 1)ln3z = 0:
(22)
Dening the coecients ; ; γ by using the standard form of the cubic equation 3+2++γ =






















(+  + 2)z3ln2z:
(23)
When  = − 1
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and Q = 0 when z = 1 or if 881w
3 + 29w
2 + 124w− 1192 = 0 with w = z
3
ln z . Since this cubic equation
has a single positive root at w := 0:08516, Q > 0 for all z > 1. If w < −2:12470, then Q < 0; if





























































































































































































































































z3ln z − 13
4

















































The transformation matrix T is equal to
T =
0













3 [λi+ 32 (1+3µ+ν)ln z− 49 1µ−ν z3]





3+[λi+ 32 (1+2µ)ln z− 29 1µ−ν z3][λi− 32 (µ+ν)ln z]




where Ni is a normalization factor, so that



































































































































The equality of the indices ;  in the second integral gives rise to a singularity in the matrixR z
M(z0)dz0, which can avoided by using the identity Iν−1(z) − Iν+1(z) = 2νz Iν(z), to obtain an
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integral containing the products of modied Bessel functions dierent indices. The correction to
the standard wave function can be obtained through the substitution z ! −z in the integrals (20).
In the Planck era, the higher-order curvature terms in the perturbative expansion of the string
eective action have approximately the same magnitude as the Ricci scalar, and similarly it is
inappropriate to use a truncated form of a series expansion in e
−Φ
g24
of the Wheeler-De Witt equation.
Instead, a closed-form sixth order dierential equation, which can be obtained by including the
conjugate momentum to derivative of the scale factor Pa˙, and then using the Ostrogradski method
to dene the Hamiltonian for the higher-derivative theory, can be used to dene the quantum





(6a2a¨+ 6a _a2 + 6aK) +
1
2




































H = Pa _a + Pa˙a¨ + PΦ _ − L
= −6a( _a2 +K) + 6e
−Φ
g24




















































































The corrected wave function in the inflationary epoch can be matched with the solution to
a sixth-order partial dierential equation in the initial era along a boundary which also must be
determined by setting the derivatives up to fth order in  and up to second order in a to be equal.
* This equation diers from the equation (11) in reference [14] by a derivative with respect to
. Imposing an additional constraint on the wave function, this derivative term can be eliminated
through the addition of an extra term in the Lagrangian.
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While the wave function Ψ(a;) has been used primarily to determine whether the curvature-
dependence dened by the potential favours inflation, to determine the most probable path in








































































































































































































− 2e−Φ _2a¨+ 2e−Φ¨a¨ + e−Φ d
3
dt3
_a + e−Φ _
d3a
dt3





















= −a3V 00() + 2e
−Φ
g24











(2a _a2 + 3a2a¨):
(40)
and substituting the approximate solutions to the equations of motion for a(t) and (t) [10], based






















































































Thus, to second order, the probability distributions about the classical paths in minisuperspace
would be Gaussian, and average values ha(t)i; h(t)i equal acl(t); cl(t). A shift in the expectation
values ha(t)i; h(t)i only arises at third order in the expansion of the functional integrals in
equation (36).
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